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A hybrid messaging deployment offers the possibility to have some mailboxes located on-premises
while others reside in the cloud. Learn how Microsoft IT planned for a hybrid deployment of
Microsoft® Office 365 messaging.
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Introduction
Microsoft Office 365 includes Exchange Online, Lync™ Online, SharePoint® Online, and
Microsoft Office Professional Plus. As part of the planning for a “dogfood” deployment of
Microsoft Office 365, Microsoft IT (MSIT) is moving to a hybrid deployment of Microsoft
Exchange where MSIT hosts some user mailboxes in MSIT’s on-premises service and hosts
other mailboxes online in the cloud. For customers planning a move to a hybrid messaging
model, it is important to understand application technology dependencies and user
experience and support needs. This article discusses how MSIT planned for a hybrid
deployment of Microsoft Exchange.

Planning Process
As part of the planning process for a hybrid messaging model, MSIT determined that the
following key workstreams were critical to a successful rollout:



Upgrade line-of-business (LOB) applications to Microsoft Exchange Server 2010



Build out Active Directory® Federation Services (ADFS)



Plan for mailbox migration (Microsoft Lync Server 2010 dependencies)



Create a cross-premises support model



Evaluate network readiness



Adjust the service management model

Upgrading LOB Applications to Microsoft Exchange Server 2010
The first step in MSIT’s planning process was to ensure that LOB applications were
compatible with Exchange Server 2010. MSIT focused on upgrading mail-enabled
applications from Exchange 2007 to Exchange 2010. This enabled MSIT to retire expensive
Exchange 2007 clusters worldwide, and reduced incompatibilities between mail-enabled
applications and Exchange Online. By doing this work up front, as MSIT moves thousands of
mailboxes to the cloud, those mailboxes have seamless interoperability with the many
existing mail-enabled applications. This strategy preserves MSIT’s long investment in rich,
mail-enabled LOB applications.
Upgrading LOB applications involved a number of different application teams and required
coordination across several quarterly release cycles.

Building Out ADFS
MSIT provides federated authentication to applications and external partners through ADFS.
Office 365 uses federated authentication to provide single sign-on in hybrid mode, which
makes ADFS a critical dependency for Office 365 services. It also increases the volume of
ADFS traffic significantly. To meet this new demand, MSIT had to scale up support for the
ADFS service, which meant doing additional types of monitoring, providing additional
supporting infrastructure, and providing 24x7 mission-critical service. Any company that
wants to move to the cloud will need to consider an investment in federation services.

Planning for Mailbox Migration (Microsoft Lync Server 2010 dependencies)
MSIT wants users to have the same great collaboration experience whether mailboxes are
located on-premises or in the cloud. Microsoft employees and contingent staff are heavy
users of Exchange Unified Messaging (EUM), rich instant messaging, presence, and
conferencing features that are provided on-premises by Microsoft Lync Server 2010.
Microsoft Lync Server 2010 is a requirement for instant messaging and presence integrated
®
into the Web email client (Outlook Web App). EUM enablement is also simplified by using
Microsoft Lync Server 2010 Enterprise Voice, so MSIT made the Lync Server 2010 rollout
the leading edge of the large-scale Exchange Online mailbox migration. Using the same
conferencing solution in the cloud enabled MSIT to preserve cross-premises feature parity
(all provided by Lync Server 2010). To make a seamless move to a hybrid Exchange
environment, administrators will need to consider the instant messaging, presence, and
conferencing needs of their cloud users. They will need to consider how they want to deploy
UM for their cloud mailboxes.

Creating a Cross-Premises Support Model
Every company does support differently, and there are many teams, technologies, and
processes to consider. Transparency of support is a key part of the user experience. There
should not be any difference in support whether mailboxes are located on-premises or in the
cloud. A simple support model is also key for the IT organization accountable for the service.
Microsoft IT analyzed their support model, evaluated their future support and service needs,
and determined how to integrate with the Office 365 support.
In order to make the end-user support experience seamless, MSIT introduced new Helpdesk
processes for determining where the user’s mailbox is located (on-premises or in the cloud)
and processes for troubleshooting the additional dependencies, such as ADFS.

Evaluating Network Readiness
When all mail services are provided on-premises, the corporate network bandwidth is more
than sufficient to handle mail usage throughput for all users. As MSIT migrates mailboxes to
the cloud, the dependence on edge ingress/egress capacity increases. MSIT evaluated
network utilization and capacity and optimized it to address increased traffic between online
and on-premises mailboxes.

Adjusting the Service Management Model
Since MSIT is providing mail services to users through two separate providers, service
management complexities have increased dramatically, requiring more extensive Exchange
user profile/business needs analysis. MSIT created new processes and workflows in the
following areas:


End user communications and readiness workflows
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Migration workflows



Service validation with a test team



System Center Configuration Manager strategy to prep and maintain end user
computers

Conclusion
MSIT carefully planned its hybrid deployment of Office 365 messaging by upgrading LOB
applications to Exchange Server 2010, building out ADFS, planning for mailbox migration
with Lync Server 2010, evaluating network readiness, and adjusting the service management
model. By doing this planning up front, as MSIT moves mailboxes to the cloud, users have
seamless interoperability with Microsoft’s many existing mail-enabled applications. Users
have the same rich mail experience whether their mailboxes are located on-premises or in
the cloud, and since the hybrid model is not a one-size-fits-all solution, MSIT can choose
which users go where based on Microsoft’s short-term and long-term business needs.

For More Information
For more information about Microsoft products or services, call the Microsoft Sales
Information Center at (800) 426-9400. In Canada, call the Microsoft Canada Order Centre at
(800) 933-4750. Outside the 50 United States and Canada, please contact your local
Microsoft subsidiary. To access information via the World Wide Web, go to:
http://www.microsoft.com
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/itshowcase
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